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What is conflict?

A condition between people 

• who are task interdependent, and

• where one or both feel angry, and

• find fault with the other, and 

• use behaviours that cause an organizational 

problem.

GOALS

1. To identify conflicts

2. Create an awareness of our reactions to 
situations ~ our perceptions

3. To gain tools to handle conflicts



How do we know conflict when we see / hear it?

DISCOVERING OUR “WRONG REFLEXES”

What behaviors show that conflict is 

present?
• raised voices

• avoiding each other

• facial expressions

• ?

• ?

• ?



• avoiding

• threatening

• facial expressions

• withholding information

• pre-empting

• agitation

• body posture

• not returning messages

• raised voices 

• getting Spiritual Leaders to take 

sides

• getting others to take sides

• shouting

• hostile gestures

• “silent treatment”

• no eye contact

• . . . others?

What behaviors show that conflict is present?

Some common signs of conflict

DISCOVERING OUR “WRONG REFLEXES”

Intentional Unintentional 

Behaviours



Distancing = “Walk-aways”

DISCOVERING OUR “WRONG REFLEXES”

Our Wrong Reflexes are ancient

• avoiding

• withdrawing

• withholding information

• not returning messages

• silent treatment

• threatening

• pre-empting

• getting others to take sides

• shouting

• hostile gestures

Coercion = “Power-plays”





An alternative to our reflexive strategies of Distancing 

and Coercion is the Essential Process of mediation: 

Face-to-face talking

about the problem

without interruption

long enough to find a solution

THE ESSENTIAL PROCESS OF MEDIATION
A better strategy than our out-dated Wrong Reflexes



The Essential Process requires the Cardinal Rules:

1)  No Walk-aways

We must stay in the Essential Process

2)  No Power-plays

We must not impose one-sided solutions

THE CARDINAL RULES OF DIALOGUE
If either is broken, the mediation fails



Trigger

Perception

of threat

Anger

Repetition

Thoughts

Feelings

Power-plays

Walk-aways

Acting out
Behaviour

THE RETALIATORY CYCLE
The skeleton of interpersonal conflict



Perception

of threat

Anger

Repetition

We can

choose

our behavior

x

Trigger

Acting out

??

?

?

x

x

x

x

STOPPING THE RETALIATORY CYCLE
Where can we choose our response?



DEFINING CONFLICT

 A condition between people when 
◦ They are interdependent
◦ They blame each other
◦ They are angry
◦ Their behaviour is causing an organizational problem

 All FOUR of these points must be present in order to have a 
CONFLICT.

How do you know this is a conflict?



Use ordinary social skills

Automatic System

Use self-help mediation tools

Informal System

Use Expert Assistance

Formal System

Blips

Clashes

Crises

?

?

Conflicts

Leave it 

alone

Call an 

expert

Do it 

yourself

LEVELS OF SEVERITY OF CONFLICT



THE CONCILIATORY CYCLE

Retaliatory Cycle explains how we make 
“war”

Conciliatory Cycle explains how we make 
“peace”

Naturally-occurring behaviors in conflict 
interactions:

◦ Conciliatory Gestures

◦ Inhibitory Reflex

The other side of the Retaliatory Cycle



Voluntary 

statements

of

vulnerability

CONCILIATORY GESTURES

 Apologizing

 Owning responsibility

 Conceding

 Self-disclosing

 Expressing positive feelings

 Initiating both-gain

The magic ingredient of mediation



THE INHIBITORY REFLEX

 Instinctive reaction to others’ conciliatory 
gestures

 Reflex: “Inhibition of aggression”

 Appears in all species of social mammals, but less 
reliable in humans

 Evolved as a behavioral mechanism to reduce 
destructive aggression in territorial encounters

An ancient instinct



Person B’s 

Inhibitory Reflex

Person A’s 

Conciliatory Gesture

stimulates

Person B’s 

Conciliatory Gesture

produces

Person A’s 

Inhibitory Reflex

stimulates

Repetition

produces

THE CONCILIATORY CYCLE
In action



Start  Time passes – 90 minutes?                    Finish
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The path from conflict to cooperation 

leads over the top of Conflict Mountain.

CONFLICT MOUNTAIN
The two phases of a mediation session



A mutual attitude shift from 

“me against you” 

to 

“us against the problem”

The moment of Breakthrough:

• Cannot be forced.

• Cannot be willed (consciously chosen).

• Happens naturally.

BREAKTHROUGH
A naturally-occurring event



Desire for peace
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Explains why Conflict 

Mountain has a peak

F
a
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Inhibitory reflex

FORCES TOWARD HARMONY
The human nature of Breakthrough



Changing how we think about conflict

so we can take effective action to resolve it

The old 

“mechanistic” paradigm

The new 

“organic” paradigm

A PARADIGM SHIFT


